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Mozambique Shelter Cluster 

ShelterCluster.org 

Coordinating Humanitarian Shelter 

 

 

National SITREP 3 
Cylcone IDAI 
DATE: 30.03.2019 

1.0 Key points 
- Search and rescue phase is over, and emergency distributions are beginning to scale up. 
distributions in process with over 13,000 people assisted 

- unable to deliver full household kits due to lack of items, in stock and in pipeline 

- Current pipeline gap of 33,000 tarpaulins. This may be greater as health / WASH requirements are 
not clear. 

- Distribution capacity is limited. In the short-term stocks of tarpaulins and projected incoming 
stocks are sufficient for distribution capacity in the next 3 days. Operational partners are urgently 
required to scale up ability to distribute emergency shelter and NFI. 

- Affected populations are beginning their own self recovery where they have land and capacity to do 
so, but many remain cut off by road, or displaced in evacuation centres and unable to return. 

 

2.0 Overall situation analysis 
Shelter damage assessment lead by the Government of Mozambique is ongoing. On the 21st March, 
the Mozambique National Institute for Disaster Management (INGC) from the National Operational 
Emergency Centre (CENOE) have identified 16,491 damaged houses to date. INGC continues to 
assess damage levels.  

Following the winds and flooding many people found shelter in evacuation centres.  

Based on key informant interviews, many people are keen to return home and are requesting repair 
support materials including CGI. 

Large populations remain in often overcrowded collective centres. This combined with government 
priority to reopen secondary schools, followed by primary schools. As a result transit camps are being 
established. This process is actively being followed up by protection and CCCM clusters, and sites 
planned where required. 

The cluster is targeting 400,000 people in 80,000 sites. – revised from previous sitrep to reflect Flash 
Appeal and real numbers which are coming in. 

22,346 people in 32 evacuation centres in Beira City have been mapped by DTM. 5 relocation sites 
have been identified in beira by INGC. 

Also according to official figures as of March 28, more than 92,300 houses were identified as totally 
destroyed (51,584), partially destroyed (25,944) or flooded (15,784). 

REACH and UNOSAT have published maps of Beira damage assessments. 

 

3.  Activity updates 
- Working with INGC, distributions are conducted facilitated by airlift (working with logcluster/WFP), by 
road or by boat. 

- Joint assessments and INGC damage assessments are ongoing.  

- Deliveries to Beira and other field locations to date from CVM (ICRC, IFRC,PIROI/FRC), DFID/IOM, 
OFDA/IOM, Italy/IOM, CHEMO consortium (world vision, FH, HI, Adra, caritas, Plan international, 
Helvetas), SOS attitude , COSACA (CONCERN, Save The Children, OXFAM, CARE) 
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4. Achievements 
- Assisted 3,970 households / 21,380 individuals to date 

- delivered assistance in multiple locations 

- Established Cluster coordination cell in Beira co lead by INGC, IOM and CVM/IFRC 

- active CCCM sub cluster has mapped collective sites in Beira and is monitoring needs.  

 

5. Beira pipeline request process: 
The following is required to release stock from the common pipeline: 

1) Identify location (GPS) 

2) Coordinate with INGC, authorities at municipal and community level 

3) Provide exact number of HH to assist – either blanket coverage or following 
damage assessment 

4) Request agreement for in kind assistance from shelter cluster coordinator. 
Release will be made by pipeline coordinator. 

  

6. Challenges, issues and constraints   
The major constraints are with data for planning and targeted purposes, rapid scale up and 
implementation capacity 

There are insufficient materials in the pipeline to meet needs and there remain delivery gaps in the 
pipeline. 

It is proving challenging to get the first distributions started.  

7. Advocacy messages 
Prioirity items: 

- Tarpaulins and rope (pipeline Gap at least 33,000 tarpaulins) 

- Blankets (pipeline Gap at least 33,000 tarpaulins) 

- Tool kits 

- Sleeping mats 

- Buckets 

- Solar lamps 

 

Based on the initial cluster target of 60,000 households in need of shelter assistance, we see the 
following critical gap in the most basic of life saving shelter assistance in the next two months: 

 

- 43,530 6mx4m plastic tarpaulins 

- 54,247 medium thermal blankets 

 

- Plastic Tarpaulins: 76,470 in pipeline / committed: target for 60,000 households, 120,000. 

- Blankets:44,274 in pipeline / committed: target for 60,000 households, 120,000. 

 

- There are also have shortages in commitments of sleeping mats, kitchen sets, toolkits, 
mosquito nets, buckets and jerry cans. As a resultresult, are unable to provide standard 
shelter kits as previously agreed as a response standard in country. 
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- Although significant efforts have been put in by all partners, and we note that the targets 
may change as further assessment data comes in, we hope that support can be found to 
address these gaps. 

 

Emergency Shelter Coordination    

All sitreps, strategy documents etc are shared at www.sheltercluster.org 

Coordinators Maputo: 

Andrew Lind 

alind@iom.int 

 

Edson Custodio, Mozambique Red Cross 

edson.custodio@redcross.org.mz 

Coordinators Beira 

Emilie Forestier, IFRC  

Emilie.FORESTIER@ifrc.org 

 

Joseph ashmore 

jashmore@iom.int 

cell: 869.67.8241 

CCCM  

Camp management, camp coordination 

 

ABIS Rafael  

rabis@iom.int 

 

Information management  

Mohamed Bakr - Beira 
Mbakr@iom.int 

Brian Mcdonald – Maputo 
Moz.IM1@sheltercluster.org 

 

  

mailto:alind@iom.int
mailto:Emilie.FORESTIER@ifrc.org
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agency 

status location family 
tents tarpaulins Ropes kitchen 

sets toolkits Blanket Jerry 
can bucket solar 

lamps 

    Tendas 
Casas 

Lonas 
4mx6m Cordas Kits de 

cozinha toolkits Mantas       
                      

dfid / IOM in 
country Beira 100 10600 5300     3200     1000 

Swiss / IOM in 
country Beira   1000     500         

CVM in 
country Beria                   

CVM 
in 
country Beria 55 9.040   5.806 3.091 16.098 2.762 4.520   

IOM 
in 
country Beria                   

CRS/ 
CARITAS 

in 
country Beira   1500               

Plan 
in 
country Beira   1200               

Consortium 
in 
country Beria   930     16 55 1.255 173   

subtotal 
in 
country   155 24270 5300 5806 3607 19353 4017 4693 1000 

Samaritans 
purse Pipeline     5000               
la reunion / 
CVM Pipeline Beria   6000     3000         
Italy / IOM / 
INGC Pipeline    100 300   100   1000 2000     
dfid / IOM Pipeline     5100 2550             
CRS/CARITAS Pipeline Beira   8000               
USAID-
OFDA/ IOM Pipeline     20000   1800   3600       
UNHCR Pipeline   420 300   2000   10000 4000 2000 1000 
SOS attitude Pipeline   300               784 
Cosaca Pipeline   1049       3.970     7.219   
CVM/IFRC Pipeline     15000   7500 7500 15000     7500 
IOM Pipeline     21600               
CHEMO 
Consortium Pipeline     12000               
Subtotal Pipeline   1769 93300 2550 11400 14470 29600 6000 9219 9284 
in country 
plus 
pipeline     1924 117570 7850 17206 18077 48953 10017 13912 10284 
CHEMO 
Consortium Planned     10000       20.000 20.000     
Subtotal Planned     10000 0 0 0 20000 20000     
Total     1924 127570 7850 17206 18077 68953 30017 13912 10284 
Gap       32430   62794 61923 331047     69716 

                                                

 

CVM: 
MRC, 
ICRC, 
IFRC           

 consortium: world vision, FH, HI, Adra, caritas, Plan international, Helvetas      
 COSACA (CONCERN, SAVE THE CHILDREN, OXFAM, CARE)       
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